COINS IN THE HEJAZ DURING THE FIRST ABBASID PERIOD 750-847 A.D
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**ABSTRACT**

In this paper, the coinage of Islamic empire is described in detail. The First Abbasid Period was explored and the images and script of dinar and dirham is discussed. The study presents that the dinar and dirham of First Abbasid Period has changed the scripts and has written the name of legend Mohammad and the kalima. On the gold coin the name of Mohammad was scripted, whereas, on the silver coins Kalima was scripted.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since, the invention of coins, they have been message bearers as well as, money. States, Nations and rulers have used coins in order to make the lasting statements regarding their identities, beliefs and achievement. In relevance to the Islamic coins, they emphasize more on the words instead of images. Because of this, the messages communicated through the Islamic coins, they are longer and more explicit. During the first Abbasid period, the new form of coins was introduced. In relevance to the look, they were similar to the Umayyad, but the script has taken distinctive form. The name of caliph was absent in the earlier coins, however, in this period it appears on the coins. Both the gold and silver coins of this period have written the name of legend "Mohammed is the prophet of Allah." On the dirham kalima was scripted "'There is no god except Allah, he has no partner."

2. COINS

It is believed that coins provide the intensional and clear messages, it also provide the information, which even tehri makers are not aware of. The inscription on the coins presents how the script and language developed. The skills and style of engraving presents the nature and level of artistic activity. The metal content and weight of the coin provides the notion of its value. The more expensive metal showed the more prosperous community. In terms of the origion of Islamic coinage, it is observed that the arabs do not have coinage of their own. In the 7th century, muslims were issued their first coin and it develops the minting practices in that region. By the 700CE, new coins were introduced, which were purely the Arabic dirhams. Under the Umayyad dynasty, these coins were minted in Damascus. The reverse of these coins displayed the muslim religion symbols. However, the muslim images were placed later, by the imperial religious symbols. Later, muslim realize that the emperors were not the same as older, and images are prohibited in islam. So, it became necessary for them to invent the new kind of coins. First ever coin made for the muslim community was the gold coin named as dinar. After two years the silver dirhams were also introduced. Those coins display no images or nay name of the ruler. They believed that quranic script displayed the fundmental beliefs of the mulsims, they do not show the authority. Muslims believed that the Quranic inscription proclaims doctrine of Islam. The decided to put the main script on the gold coin and the other one on the silver coin.

In the First Abbasid Period, the initial changes were done. Later, muslim made an effort and introduced new kinds of coins, scripted the main verses. The importance of silver and gold coins were made very clear in the muslim community. The scripts on the coins are written is Arabic. For the individual who is not fluent in Arabic could not read the coin. The coinage history of islam changes with the period, they change tehri pattern with the western civilization. However, it took time to realize that Islamic script should not be used in coins. They identify numerous other methods to show their identity.

Coins used in the Abbasid state and its regions during the first Abbasid Period from 132-232H. /749-850A.D. was dirham and dinar. Because of the dependency of the Hejaz – its capital is Mecca, and its famous cities are al-Medinah, Yanbu, Jedda and Taif – to the Abbasid Caliph, then the use of Abbasid coins: the Silver Dirham and the Golden Dinar. The subordination

---

2 AlMaqdisi: Ahsan AlTaqaseem, p.69-71; AlJaziri, AbdulQader Bin Muhammad (Died 977H. / 1569 A.D.). Adahu
of Mecca at that period was a direct dependent on the rule of the Abbasid Caliphs, and there was no sign of self independency because the Caliph was considered as the center of attraction of all the Islamic countries except those rebelled against him.3

3. AL-DIRHAM

Dirham is a Persian word, Arbanized as Deram4; it is Arabized from the Greek word drakhma, a silver coin varies in weight according to ages. Its weight equals 6 Danowin (Plural of Danik), and each Danik equals 2 carats.5

The Abbasid Dirham was roughly in measure and weight equal to the Ummayad Dirham, and the diameter of the dirham was about 28 millimeters less or more, and its weight ranges from 2.975-3.00 grams slightly more or less, and the general shape of the Abbasid Dirham did not differ from the Ummayad Dirham.6

The basis of Islamic weights system in general was dirham and dinar (AlMethqal).7 In accordance with the Arabized Islamic monetary system, where each seven dirhams equal to ten dirham at the spend or exchange of currency, and it is equal to the modified Islamic Dirham, each ten dirham are seven weights (Mathaqeel)8. Indeed, that matter does not express by no means about the deference between the legal weight of the dirham (2.975 grams), and the legal weight of the dinar represented by measure (Methqal) which is (4.25 grams)9. It gives an expression of differential of rarity between the two metals gold and silver later on during the rule of AbdulMalik Bin Marawan. Because of that, the rate of exchange varied by bringing forward the years during the First Abbasid Period as a result of the rarity of gold in nature in one hand, and embarking upon accumulate it. On the other hand as it was considered treasure of value. Originally, the measure (AlMethqal) is amount of weighing anything it is little or many, and traditionally people specifically generalize it on the dinar10. The weight of dirham, which weighs seven and it, is the legal dirham – equals to 2.975 grams. The weight of the dinar which is the legal measure (Methqal) equals to 4.25 grams11, and the dirham is sixty mustard grains12, meant of the wild mustard which is an accurate weights13. The weight of one dirham

10 Ibn Sayedah, Ali Bin Ismael: AlMukhassas, Dar alfekr, Beirut, 1398H, 1984, p.27,36; AlQaysi, Nahedh Ahmad Bin Abdulqader: AlNeqoud Al Islamiah, Mathaat Al jawaeb, Quastenetyeh, 1298H, pp.3-5,7-8; AlHusayni, Mohammad Baqer, Tatawer AlNoqoud, Aljawaeb, Qustanteneyah, 1298H, pp.3-5,7-8.
11 AlRayes, Muhammad Bin Ibrahim AlRayes: AlKharaj fi AlDawlah AlIslamiah, Maktabat AlJaheth, Baghdad, 1969, p.52; AlRayes, Muhammad Baqer, Tatawer AlNoqoud, Aljawaeb, Qustanteneyah, 1298H, pp.3-5,7-8.
is fifty grains and five grains of barely, and the measure (Methaqal) of silver is called dirham, and of gold dinar14. But the weight of dirhams underwent many changes during the historical era15.

Dirhams struck in regions of Abbasid states and in Hejaz during the First Abbasid Period were sort of silver rounded pieces16; writings were arranged in parallel circles, written in one of the faces the names of all mighty Allah with cheering and thanking, and peace be upon prophet Muhammad and his family, and on the other face mentions the date and the name of the Caliph17. Similar to the dirham struck in the Omayyad Period in accordance with the style adopted by the Omayyad Caliph Abdul Malik Bin Marawan and the weight settled on the weight of the legal dirham18.

Silver dirhams struck in regions related to the Abbasid Caliphate, of that Al-Hejaz do not abandon the name of the contemporary caliph or the name of his successor beside names of rulers and governors. In spite of circumstances, conditions and location, no matter were the personal relations between the two parties19.

The engraving of the name of the Caliph on silver dirhams began since, the reign of the Caliph AlMahdi17. The first appearance of titles on silver dirhams was in the reign of the Caliph Muhammad who was called (AlMahdi)21. On the other hand, name and title of the crown prince appeared on coins in 145H. In the reign of the Caliph Abu Ja’afar AlMansour (136 -158H / 754 -775), as the name and title of his son, the crown prince Muhammad AlMahdi came out on coins as follow:(Memma Amara bihi – al-Mahdi Muhammad-Bin Amir Almuoumenen)22. Writing the names of the caliphs on silver dirhams was earlier than the golden dinars. On the other hand, cities of struck were written on dirhams since the Abbasid revolt between 127-131 H23.

The word (Lelliah) appeared at the top of the middle rear part of the dirhams in the reign of the Caliphate Abu Ja’afar AlMansour since 171H24. However, writing on coin is about to fall in line with the coin struck in the capital of the Abbasid Caliphate, and most of the Islamic coins at that time were written in Koffic script25.

4. DINAR

The author of The Economic Lexicon (AlMujam & Al-Eqtesady) mentioned in his book: "the origin of the dinar is (Denmar), asserted by their saying in plural form: danameer, and in diminutive dunaymeer, and one of the letter (noon) converted to the letter (Ya) in order not to be confused with the infinitives that come on the measure Feal26. It is also said that the origin of the dinar in Persian: Deen Ar, which means it came by law, and the dinar is Arabicized from the Greek word " denarius", an ancient golden coin, and the dinar is sixty grains, and it is said it is sixty six grains, and each grain equals to one grain of barely, or wild mustard which equals 4, 25
grams. And one measure (Methqal) of gold is called dinar, and the rate of the dinar varies by the variousness of its essential nature, and it is said: the dinar is a weight of seventy one barely and half roughly on the basis that the one sixth of the dirham (Daneg) is equal to eight grains, so the dinar will be sixty eight and four seventh grains27.

Al-Maqrizi mentioned that the dinar is seventy two grains of barely, and the dinar is equal to dirham and three seventh dirham, and it is seventh of ten, and ten dirhams are seven dinars, and the dinar and dirham continued on that in Mecca since the period of prophet Muhammad (Peace be Upon him) until nearly 400H, with the possibility of variation when changing rulers and variousness of periods28.

However, saying that the dinar and dirham in that way continued in Mecca until nearly 400H. It is not accurate, that because the dinar in the middle of the fourth century of Hegra was worth of fourteen dirhams, in other words, the percentage was one dinar to fourteen dirhams29. By reviewing tax lists by Ibn Qudamah Bin Jaafar which dates back to the third century after Hejra, it is clear that collecting was by dirhams, and the dinar was equal to fifteen dirhams, in other words, the percentage was one dinar to fourteen dirhams30, and that was indicated by the rate of exchange.

The Abbasiad adhered to the general shape of the Ommayad Dinar, in terms of general shape, weight and the diameter or size of the Ommayad Dinar, in terms of its rate of exchange.

Since the beginning of the rule of the Caliph Al-Mammoon in 198H.(198-218/813-833), and names of Caliphates and their titles started to appear on coins. Since the reign of Haroun al-Rasheed, the Caliph (170-193H / 786-809), then names of cities appeared on the dinars in discontinuous form, and the mention of the city started to be on Abbasiad coins continually since the rule of al-Mutasem, the Caliph (218-227 / 833-845), as a quote written on the outside pivot of the face appeared on Abbasiad coins since the rule of al-Mammoon, the Caliph it is: "LeLLahi ALAmru men kablu wa men Badu wajaama ithen Yafrahu ALMo-amenoun benasar Allah" in the year 207H31. Regarding the general shape of the dinars, there is a circle in the face and rear inside it is the engraving of the dinar writings32, and dinar is rounded same as dirham, but it is less in diameter and size33.

5. FILLS

Copper Fills (pl.Fulus) are coins minted from two metals: copper and bronze, and were used as auxiliary coins of dirham where the price of many goods were less than a dirham, and copper fills (pl.Fulus) were redressing the prices of those goods. The importance of studying copper coins lies in their bearing of legends differ than those on dinars and dirhams. Then rulers and labors in various region were allowed to strike fills bearing their names with no obligation to writing texts or particular value, and these copper coins were accepted for exchange inside the city that monetize them. And fills are parts of dirhams34, and the Abbasiad Caliphs have minted copper coins by their names. Since 131H, the available of them are few in comparison to

28 ALMaqrizi: Ketabulawzan wa Alakiyal Alshareah, p.56-61.
30 AlMaqrizi: Ketabulawzan wa Alakiyal Alshareah, p.56-61.
33 Lane-Pool: op.cit, vol.no.84, p.14; Abulrahman Fahmi: Fajrulsekah Alarabiah, p.30.
dirhams and dinars\textsuperscript{35}, moreover, any copper coin minted in the Hejaz mint was not available during the First Abbasid Period.

Abbasid Fills (\textit{pl.Fulus}) are varied in measures, weights and quotes, but what is predominant on them is the mention of the name of the Caliph. The controller of the mintage since the reign of Abu Ja’afar al-Mansour, the Caliph (136-158H / 754-775), where information written on the pivot as follows: "Memma Amara bihi ... AMeer Al-Moaameneen Alla Yadaya" with the mention of the city of mintage and the date, and sometimes the quote ends with invocation of God for the Caliph. As for the \textit{Fulous} stroked, by the rulers of states in most cases were free of the name of the Caliph\textsuperscript{36}.

6. MINTS AND THEIR MINTING COINS

Concerning the mints, what is available are samples of coins in sources taken from museums. The number of them are in some of AlHejaz cities during the first Abbasid period: Mecca, AlMadinah and the metal of the Commander of Faithful in AlHejaz and Bisha.

6.1 Mecca

It is the capital of the Hejaz region, and it’s most important cities are: Yanbu, Khaybar, Jeddah, Ta’if, Jarr and Juhfa\textsuperscript{37}. In Mecca there is the more ancient mint for minting the Islamic coins in Hejaz, and it was distinguished in minting and exporting dinars and dirhams in the First Abbasid period at the first century after hegra / ninth century A.D. According to AlAzraqi, the historian\textsuperscript{38}, and the dirham of Caliph al-Mamoun (198 -218 A.D.) was the more ancient struck coin was in the mint in Mecca struck in (201H. / 816A.D.), and Mecca coins are rare.

Four Pieces of those silver dirhams minted in Mecca during the rule of Caliph al-Mamoun have been found, of them the more ancient coin as mentioned above. Legends of these coins were identical and written in Koffic script\textsuperscript{39}. They have been struck similar to the traditional style of the Abbasid dirhams consisting of horizontal central writings surrounded by marginal legends\textsuperscript{40}. Another two dirhams related to the Caliph al-Mamoun struck in Mecca in 203H. / 818 A.D. were found born legends written in Koffic script similar on both face and reverse (Fig.1)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure1.png}
\caption{Two dirhams.\ Source: Al-Saffah (749-754 AD).}
\end{figure}

Those two dirhams were marked by most general characteristics of the Abbasid dirhams. Those were contemporary to them in terms of legends on the center of the face and its margin. In terms of the reverse pattern they are little different and the difference was in the appearance of the

\textsuperscript{35} Nehed ALQaysi: Mawsuat AlNeqoud AlArabiah wa AlIslamiah, p.41, 46, 51; Atef Ramadan: Mawsuat AlNeqoud, vol.1, p.176, 177.
\textsuperscript{36} AlAsh: AlNeqoud AlArabeyah AlIslamiyah, vol.1, p.37.
\textsuperscript{37} AlMaqdesi: Ahssanu AlTaqasseem, p. 69, 71.
\textsuperscript{39} Shama: Sameer, Ahdath Asru al-Mamoun Kama tarwaiha al-Neqoud, Kursi Sameer Shama, Jameat AlYarmouk, Alordon, 1415H. / 1995, p.296,441; Nayef AlSharaan: al-Neqoud alIslamiah AlMadrubah fi Macca (3-7H / 9-13 A.D.), Ressalat Doctorah Ghair manshourah, Jameat AlMa-
\textsuperscript{40} lek Saud, Kolleyat AlSeyaha waAlAthar, Kesmu AlAthar wa Almatahef, 1428H / 2008A.D.), pp.41-43.
phrase (for the Caliph al-Mamoun) in a divided form. In the first line and the final of legends of the center of the reverse on those two dirhams struck in Mecca in the year (203H. / 818 A.D.)\textsuperscript{41}.

The first appearance of the previous phrase on the discovered Abbasid coins was on the golden dinars, and the first of them was the dinar struck in the year (196H. / 811 A.D.)\textsuperscript{42}. As to dirhams, the more ancient two Abbasid dirhams took exclusive possession of bearing the phrase (for the Caliph al-Mamoun) in a divided form are those two dirhams until the year (210H. / 825 A.D.)\textsuperscript{43}.

From that, it is clear that the mint in Mecca, its coining was restricted to the silver dirhams, but the historian al-Fakahi defined the location of the mint in Mecca, and mentioned that in it, dirhams and dinars are struck\textsuperscript{44}.

7. ALMADINAH METAL OF COMMANDER OF THE FAITHFUL IN HEJAZ

Al-Madinah was a mint since the Umayyad period, as it appeared with that name on a number of dinars, dirhams and fullus, which bore city name attached to it the title (Commander of the faithful) (\textit{Ammeer al-Mu'ameneen}). It is followed by the word metal, which mean the place of minting\textsuperscript{45}, and meant by the phrase (Commander of the faithful in Hejaz) is the mine of \textit{Ammeer al-Mu'ameneen}, which can be ascribed to \textit{Bannu Sulaim Metal}, situated in that land currently known as \textit{Mahd al-Thahab}\textsuperscript{46}. No signs or pieces of coin were available indicate coins were struck in the Mint of \textit{Ammeer al-Mu'ameneen} in Hejaz during the First Abbasid Period.

7.1 Beysha

Beysha, is a well-known town of Mecca southern governates, situated inside Wdi Beysha. It is an agricultural land, rich of grains, dates and metals\textsuperscript{47}. It was also known as a mint in the Hejaz since 186H. / 803 A.D.by the appearance of dirham the caliph Haroun Al-Rasheed that year in the city of Beysha and it is considered to be the most ancient piece of silver coin to be mentioned Beysha as a mint\textsuperscript{48} the First Abbasid Period. (Fig.2)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image2.png}
\caption{The dirham is rare and might be unique\textsuperscript{49}.}
\end{figure}
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